ABSTRACT The device-to-device (D2D) communication integrated with the millimeter-wave (mmWave) air interface will play a significant role in the future mobile communication in terms of high transmission rate and deployment flexibility. Meanwhile, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are promoted as D2D nodes to support D2D-enabled networks for broad coverage. In this paper, we provide a new D2D-based UAV mmWave communication framework, in which the UAVs are mobile nodes and have stringent energy constraints. Therefore, the energy-efficient technology which can turn on the UAVs' radio only when necessary and overcome the resulting easily-occurred beam misalignments due to the radio OFF periods and the aircrafts' agile mobility is required urgently. To tackle this issue, we propose a novel fast beam tracking discontinuous reception (FBT-DRX) mechanism. A new Semi-Markov model is designed to analytically investigate the statistical property of the proposed scheme. Different from many published works on DRX with beamforming, we take the impact of UAV movements into account when deriving the exact closed-form expressions of sleep ratio and average packet delay. Finally, the numerical results are supplied to evaluate the effects of different key parameters on the system performance, and demonstrate that the FBT-DRX mechanism can perform well both in power saving and packet delay in the considered framework.
I. INTRODUCTION
The standardization and deployment of the fifth-generation mobile communication networks (5G) is in full swing, and many new technologies are constantly evolved to support a rich variety of application scenarios. The continuous development of mobile communication has led to a bloom in the number of mobile devices, i.e. smart phones, wearable devices, and so on, to match the large amount of service requirements. The device-to-device (D2D) communication, which allows mobile terminals to connect to base stations through other devices having the relay function, can highly increase spectral efficiency, expand coverage and reduce transmission delay [1] , and has already been regarded as a promising technology for 5G.
Recently, the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) has been considered as a good candidate for quickly constructing a D2D-enabled wireless network. In [2] , the rotary-wing UAVs were considered to be suitable for low-altitude communi-
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Zhenyu Xiao. cation scenes, since they can move in any direction and remain stationary in the air. Meanwhile, it suggested applying the existing D2D techniques directly to UAV-aided ubiquitous coverage or relaying. The authors of [3] considered a combined UAV and D2D network where the UAVs can be regarded as both local content servers and aerial D2D nodes, nevertheless their work focused on the servers. These literatures proved that D2D can be expected to realize direct connections between drones to provide better communication services.
The millimeter-wave (mmWave) technology can provide high-throughput links, which is regarded as a promising way to meet the high data-rate transmission requirement. Due to the advantages of mmWave, the works in [4] - [7] all stated that small UAVs can be equipped with multiple antennas and elaborated the UAV-assisted communication networks. To offset extreme propagation losses, beamforming orientation is expected to be utilized and some studies have been proposed for more effective beam tracking strategies, to select the optimal beams pair quickly when the UAV moves and the quality of current pair is poor. Specially, VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ Zhou et al. [7] suggested a fast beam tracking algorithm, which is superior to the tracking scheme used in IEEE 802.11ad/ay standard. According to the variation of signalto-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) values obtained by beam tracking, the proposed algorithm can predict the relative movement between UAVs before it adjusts the geometry location of the next beam tracking region on the planar antenna array flexibly, and thus can avoid searching all beams. On the other hand, D2D and mmWave can complement each other. Qiao et al. [8] discussed the suitability and importance of enabling D2D over directional mmWave networks. In [9] , the authors explored the symbiotic relationship between D2D and mmWave when integrating the latter into the 3GPP work for D2D communication, and designed the exchanged messages in ProSe architecture. Therefore, it is straightforward for us to come up with the D2D-based UAV mmWave communication framework, in which each UAV possesses several antenna arrays and can establish D2D PC5 (device-to-device direct communication interface) links with nearby UAVs by using directional mmWave beams. Despite of the flexible deployment and expansile coverage, the operations of UAVs are totally limited by their owned energy, which leads to the requirement for communication with minimal energy consumption as stated in [2] . As a result, it is essential to explore the energy-saving mechanism which can be applied to the D2D-based UAV mmWave network to enhance the service duration and lifetime of UAVs. In recent years, the discontinuous reception (DRX) technique has been encouraged constantly into D2D communication not only by the 3GPP [10] - [12] , but also by many academic researches. For example, the work in [13] proposed an energy-efficient DRX scheduling scheme for D2D communication and verified that this scheme can save power consumption of devices while guaranteeing QoS requirements. It can be therefore confirmed that DRX is encouraging to prevent UAVs from blindly checking on the PC5 links, which would result in unnecessary power consumption when there is no data interaction at all.
Furthermore, a review of advances in 3GPP standardization in [14] suggested that the best solution for energy saving in D2D with mmWave is to transfer data with the best possible rate in order to spend more time in the basic power mode. DRX combined with beamforming is one of the breakthroughs to meet this requirement. Nonetheless, due to the radio OFF periods in DRX operation, the beam misalignment cannot be avoided. Some researches have appeared for this issue to seek the optimal solution. In [15] , a DRX mechanism was proposed in which beam alignment will be obtained by beam tracking at the end of each sleep cycle, and the procedure can be dynamic depending on the degree of misalignment. Similarly, the authors in [16] considered a directional discontinuous reception (D-DRX) mechanism which adds an independent beam scanning state to make the beam aligned after each sleep cycle, and also can be dynamic. However, their periodic operations will surely be energyconsuming when there is no data arriving. To solve this problem, a hybrid directional discontinuous reception (HD-DRX) scheme was proposed in [17] , which utilizes the characteristic that UE can be dual-connected to the base stations of LTE and 5G NR, to make beam scanning be performed only after data packets arrive. But this solution involves all beams and the energy dissipation is still severe. A special DRX mechanism was proposed in [18] , which uses the scheduling of the UE with the serving period of the base station to avoid misalignment, but requires UEs to be motionless. The latest study in [19] addressed a DRX scheme for multiple-beam (DRXB) communication to deal with the bursty data traffic, while the effect will decrease if the terminal moves fast due to its scanning of all beams. Besides, none of the existing work does address the scenario of UAV mmWave communication and investigate the impact of the UAV movement on the beam alignment when using DRX mechanism.
Motivated by the above discussion, in this paper, we put forward a new D2D-based UAV mmWave communication framework. Since the UAVs are mobile nodes and have stringent energy constraints, the energy-efficient technology which can turn on the UAVs' radio only when necessary and overcome the resulting easily-occurred beam misalignments due to the radio OFF periods and the aircrafts' agile mobility is required. A novel fast beam tracking discontinuous reception (FBT-DRX) mechanism is proposed to tackle this issue. Furthermore, we exploit a new five-state Semi-Markov model to analyze the statistical property of the proposed scheme, and derive the expressions of sleep ratio and average packet delay to evaluate the system performance.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• We provide an inspiring D2D-based UAV mmWave communication framework, in which the UAVs supporting mmWave can be acted as D2D relay nodes or remote nodes. Due to the agile mobility and limited energy of UAVs, a novel fast beam tracking discontinuous reception (FBT-DRX) mechanism is proposed, which uses the DRX to invoke the beam alignment only when data arrives and applies the FBT to accelerate the alignment by inferring the relative movement of the UAV and tracking a part of beams, and thus is suitable for the considered framework.
• Since the UAVs are mobile nodes and the data packets arrive randomly, the performance analysis of the FBT-DRX is complicated. A novel five-state SemiMarkov model is proposed to analytically describe its statistical property, in which two different fast beam tracking states are specifically defined after the light sleep state and the deep sleep state, respectively. The exact closed-form expressions of sleep ratio and average packet delay are derived. Based on the model and expressions, the system performance can be evaluated accurately.
• The effects of different key parameters, such as the durations of short cycle and long cycle, the short cycle counter and the traffic load, on the system performance in terms of sleep ratio and average packet delay are observed and analyzed based on extensive simulations, which can be therefore used to determine the optimal traffic and DRX parameter settings under certain constraints. These settings are significant to design a practical system. Comparison with existing schemes shows the advantage of our mechanism. The rest of our paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the designed communication framework and describes the system model. Section III expounds operating procedures of the proposed FBT-DRX mechanism along with the new five-state Semi-Markov model, and sets up its analytic description. Then, we derive the exact closeform expressions of sleep ratio and average packet delay as performance metrics to evaluate the proposed mechanism in Section IV. In Section V, the effects of different key parameters on the system performance are observed and analyzed based on extensive simulations. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Now we introduce the new D2D-based UAV mmWave communication framework in detail. As shown in Fig. 1 , there is a base station on the ground which can establish communications with mobile terminals, including multiple UAVs which can effectively enlarge the coverage so as to enhance the overall system capacity. One of the UAVs is regarded as a relay node, which receives data from base station directly. The other UAVs can construct D2D PC5 links with the relay node for direct communications, which means that the remote UAVs have to communicate with base station via the relay UAV. We assume that UAVs are equipped with mmWave directional air interface for high system throughput. Usually, two uniform planar arrays composed of multiple antennas are required to set on the top (or left) and bottom (or right) sides of each UAV for three-dimensional full coverage. Hence it is inevitable of tracking for the best beams pair to offset extreme propagation loss and increase antenna gain.
Since UAVs move frequently, which may cause beam misalignments more seriously than the devices on the ground, the traditional all-beam tracking or searching scheme is power-consuming and cannot ensure real-time beam alignment. Therefore, the fast beam tracking is investigated to limit the number of beams to be tracked and cut back overhead. According to the variation of acquired SINR, it can conclude the relative moving direction between UAVs and adjust the next beam tracking region dynamically.
Meanwhile, considering the limited power of UAVs, DRX mechanism over PC5 link can be applied to the communications between remote and relay UAVs for energy saving. As usual, the DRX operations here at least contain three states, the active state, the light sleep state and the deep sleep state. The active state means UAVs can monitor channels actively for data transmission. In the light sleep state, several short cycles are contained and each of them consists of a quite short wake-up period to check possible incoming data indication after a continuous sleep period, in which the UAV turns off partial circuitry and cannot receive any data frame. If the UAV has not monitored any message during the entire light sleep mode, it will transfer to the deep sleep state, which comprises of serval long cycles, similar to the short cycles but the sleep periods are much longer.
Once a UAV acquires an indication at the short wake-up period, it will turn to the active state for receiving data. However, after an uncertain sleep time, the previous best mmWave beams pair may not perform well in current data communication because of the beam misalignment or link failure due to the high mobility. Considering the above issues, we propose a novel combined DRX mechanism for this communication framework to offer stable high-speed transmission as well as decrease unnecessary power consumption, which will be illustrated in the following section with its analytic model.
III. FBT-DRX MECHANISM AND ITS ANALYTIC MODEL
In terms of significant energy saving for UAVs, motivated by the fast beam tracking algorithm in [7] , we propose a novel DRX mechanism, called fast beam tracking DRX (FBT-DRX), for the D2D-based UAV mmWave communication framework.
A. FAST BEAM TRACKING DRX MECHANISM Fig. 2 illustrates typical operations when UAVs conduct the FBT-DRX mechanism. A FBT-DRX inactivity timer is defined and after the timer expires, a UAV will transfer to the light sleep state with starting a FBT-DRX short cycle counter, which denotes the maximum number of short cycles in the light sleep. The UAV can monitor the Physical Sidelink Shared Channel (PSSCH) for incoming D2D communication periodically only during a quite short wake-up period, called on-duration time, in each short cycle. If no packet indication arrives before the short cycle counter expires, the UAV will transit into the deep sleep state and initiate a set of long cycles. Suppose the data incoming intimation occurs in the on-duration time of one long cycle, the UAV would go into the active state after performing the fast beam tracking, which only needs to scan a part of beams for the best beams pair, and launch a transmission. Actually, the data would appear during the short cycle and the fast tracking process is also necessary before data transmission. If no new packet comes before the inactivity timer expires, the UAV will fall into the short cycle again.
For clarity, a detailed insight into the fast beam tracking operation is given below. As mentioned in [7] , with the initial fast beam tracking algorithm, which is developed from the beam tracking mechanism of 802.11ad/ay, the UAV keeps monitoring the link quality and performs a faster tracking than the standard once it finds that the original beams pair is not satisfactory enough for communication. Specifically, the UAV will first select a set of beams (which we may call the initial beam tracking region) around the original transmit (or receive) beam, in which the number of beams is usually 8 considering the geometry of uniform planar array. Then each beam in the region will be tracked to make up a new pair with the original receive (or transmit) beam, and its SINR level should be checked and compared. The beam corresponding to the maximum SINR value (which we may call the current beam) is chosen, around which a new set of beams, named the next beam tracking region, will be considered for the next turn of tracking. Notably, the number of beams in the next beam tracking region should be less than the initial beam tracking region and usually 3, since the other beams around the current beam have been already tracked in the last tracking turn or regarded as useless. This iteration continues until the quality of one pair matches the requirement of communication.
The advantage of the fast beam tracking mainly depends on its capability of inferring the relative moving direction when tracking the transmit (or receive) beams for the maximum SINR value. The relative displacement from the original beam to the current beam, or from the older current beam to the newer one, in each tracking turn is generally caused by the movement of the UAV, which means the beams in the collection made up by all tracking regions in each beam alignment procedure may always have higher probabilities than the ones not in. Therefore, the fast beam tracking can avoid inefficient scanning and reduce the number of beams needed to be tracked.
However, the initial fast beam tracking algorithm is not fully suitable for the scenario in our paper and requires quite a few modifications before involved into the proposed FBT-DRX mechanism. On the one hand, since it mainly takes fixed-wing UAVs into account, which usually move fast, the link monitoring and beam tracking should be carried out continuously, leading to relative high energy consumption. Considering the usage of rotary-wing UAVs, which always move at low speeds but need to stay in the air for a long time, for D2D communication in our scenario, it is unnecessary to monitor the channel at all, and the beam tracking can be invoked only when packets arrive and UAVs depart from the light or deep sleep. On the other hand, due to the long radio OFF periods when DRX mechanism is utilized, the link quality may be unpredictable, so it is requisite for the UAV to operate the tracking both at the transmitter and receiver.
In summary, the proposed mechanism is different from the previous studies on the DRX combined with beam alignment in [15] - [19] , which all focus on the ground mmWave communication and do not address the scenario of UAV communication at all. It invokes the beam alignments only when data arrives, while each alignment operation is accelerated by inferring the relative movement of the UAV and tracking a part of beams instead of all beams on uniform planar arrays. So, this mechanism is efficient enough and more suitable for the considered D2D-based UAV mmWave communication framework.
Obviously, the detailed performance analysis of the FBT-DRX mechanism is necessary. Nevertheless, since the data packets arrive randomly and the UAVs are mobile nodes, which also leads to the random nature of beam misalignments, this work is very complicated. To cope with this issue, we design a new five-state Semi-Markov model to characterize the statistical property of the proposed FBT-DRX as shown in Fig. 3 . States S 1 , S 2 and S 3 represent the active state, the light sleep state and the deep sleep state, respectively. Different from other Semi-Markov models utilized in existing studies on the DRX combined with beam alignment, two different states S 4 , S 5 are specially defined to denote the fast beam tracking phases for the beam alignments between the remote and relay UAVs after the light sleep state and the deep sleep state, respectively, as different operation modes and sleep intervals between the two kinds of sleeps will cause different tracking actions and costs. Without loss of generality, we define P ij , ∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} to indicate the transition probability from state i to state j. When a packet arrives before the inactivity timer becomes due, the UAV will stay in S 1 and restart the timer after receiving the new data with the probability P 11 . A UAV transfers from S 1 to S 2 with the probability P 12 only when the inactivity timer expires without monitoring incoming PSSCH packets. Once lying in S 2 and the PSSCH indicates a new transmission during the on-duration time in the short cycle, the UAV migrates to S 4 with the probability P 24 for fast beam tracking. With the selected best beams pair, the UAV will go to S 1 and receive the incoming packet at high rate with the probability P 41 , then the FBT-DRX will reactivate from the start. However, if there is no new data frame during the whole DRX light sleep period, the initiation of S 3 will be triggered with the probability P 23 . Finally, when a new packet indication arrives in the on-duration time during S 3 , the UAV switches to S 5 with the probability P 35 for fast beam tracking and then returns to S 1 with the probability P 51 .
B. ANALYTIC MODEL
In this subsection, we try to build the analytic model for the proposed FBT-DRX mechanism in the D2D-based UAV mmWave communication framework. Similar to various studies like [15] - [17] , [20] , [23] , the packet traffic model provided by the European Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI) [21] is considered as the network traffic incoming pattern. As shown in Fig. 4 , it is assumed that packet traffic composes of several packet service sessions. Each session consists of one or more packet calls, the number N pc of which is modeled as a geometric distribution with mean µ pc . During one packet call, several packets might be generated with the number N p , which is also assumed as a geometric distribution but with mean µ p . The inter-session idle time T is , interpacket call idle time T ipc and inter-packet arrival time T ip all follow exponential distributions with means λ is , λ ipc and λ ip , respectively. The time interval between two consecutive packet calls may be either the inter-packet call idle time with probability P pc = 1 − 1/µ pc or the inter-session idle time with probability P s = 1/µ pc .
Since our proposed FBT-DRX is described statistically based on the five-state Semi-Markov model, we firstly focus on analyzing the state transition probabilities with given packet traffic model as above. To simplify the description, we use t s and t l to represent the time of short cycle and long cycle in FBT-DRX operations. Meanwhile, N sc , t o and t i denote the FBT-DRX short cycle counter, on-duration time and inactivity timer, respectively. Thus, when the first packet call arrives before the expiration of t i , the probability of starting a new packet service session can be expressed as
while the probability of the arrival of a new packet call during an ongoing session can be described as
In addition, the probabilities of no new session or no packet call within a session arriving when the inactivity timer becomes due can be represented as
and
respectively. When the UAV starts from S 1 , it will return back to S 1 once a new packet arrives before t i becomes due, or transits to S 2 if no packet arrives. Hence the transition probabilities P 11 and P 12 can be computed as
Once the UAV enters into S 2 , denoting the light sleep state, the short cycle counter N sc will be activated. The entire light sleep period t N can be defined and thus calculated as
where each t s consists of a very short on-duration period (t o ) and a small sleeping period. If some schedules for packet arrival in PSSCH are monitored during one t o , the UAV shifts to S 4 with the probability P 24 , otherwise to S 3 with P 23 . P 23 and P 24 can be obtained as
The deep sleep state S 3 is set with the longer period of sleep, which is the most significant distinction from the light sleep state (S 2 ). A UAV remains in this state until there is an incoming data packet intimation. Since the UAV with S 3 can only move to S 5 , we have
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After the UAV accomplishes fast beam tracking procedure when lying in whether S 4 or S 5 , it will surely turn to the active state (S 1 ) and start receiving data. Thus, the probability of P 41 and P 51 are obtained as
Summarizing the derivations above, the transition probability matrix for FBT-DRX can be given by
Then, with the given transition probability matrix above, every steady state probability can be calculated, which is denoted as π i , ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Resorting to the following equation
and balance equation
the stationary distribution can be expressed as (15) Now, in the following, we will discuss the overhead of the fast beam tracking operation. Resorting to the conclusion in [7] , the overhead can generally be evaluated by computing the number of beams to be tracked as
where θ means the offset angle between the transmit beam and receive beam in radian, α is the main lobe width of the beams to be tracked in radian, N 1 denotes the number of beams in the initial beam tracking region, and N 2 represents the number of beams in the next beam tracking region. However, if the complicated movements of UAVs are taken into account, the above equation about overhead may be ideal. In this paper, a motion model of UAVs as shown in Fig. 5 is considered and elaborated as below. Without loss of generality, the UAV1 is supposed to stay in the center while the UAV2 is just moving at one spot on the surface of the sphere, of which the radius represents the current distance between them. The UAV2 can move close to or far away from the UAV1, or even in any tangent direction. It is obvious that the beams offset angle is dependent on the velocity and direction of the movement of UAV2 relative to UAV1, and the distance between them, as well as the time interval from the last D2D communication. According to the cross-sectional drawing along the UAV2's movement direction and the line between the two UAVs at the right of Fig. 5 , we can derive an expression for the beams offset angle as
where v represents the velocity of the relative motion of UAV2, T is the time lapsed after the last communication when the distance between UAVs can be denoted as L. In addition, φ is the angle between v and the normal direction, and is expected to be constant during T for simplicity. Substituting (17) into (16), the numbers of beams to be tracked at the transmitter and receiver can be derived as
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respectively, where α 1 and α 2 denote the transmit 3dB beamwidth and receive 3dB beamwidth.
IV. SLEEP RATIO AND AVERAGE DELAY ANALYSES
In this section, we take the impact of UAV movements into account and derive the exact close-form expressions of sleep ratio and average packet delay as performance metrics to evaluate the proposed FBT-DRX mechanism for D2D-based UAV mmWave communication. SR and D p are considered to denote sleep ratio and average (packet) delay, respectively.
A. ANALYSIS OF SLEEP RATIO
Sleep ratio describes the ratio of the time that a UAV spends on radio OFF periods versus the total time, and is important to evaluate how much energy is thrifty with the proposed FBT-DRX mechanism. Set H i , E[H i ] to represent the holding time of S i and the corresponding mathematical expectation for ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, respectively. In the following, in order to evaluate the impact of key parameters on system performance, we will derive the closed-form expression of SR in detail.
The holding time H 1 of S 1 consists of two parts, of which one is the total serving time for N p − 1 packets with the mean λ ip , and the other is the actual inactivity time period t * i for the current packet call. Therefore, E[H 1 ] can be denoted as
. (20) The actual inactivity time period (t * i ) can be considered in two cases. On the one hand, a packet occurs before the inactivity timer t i expires, which means that t * i is equal to the interpacket idle time (T ipc ) or inter-session idle time (T is ). On the other hand, there is no packet delivery before t i terminates, and thus t * i is equal to t i . Hence, we have
Substituting (21) into (20), we can get the complete expres-
As mentioned earlier, S 2 denotes the light sleep period which at most consists of N sc numbers of short cycles (t s ).
The holding time of S 2 can also be divided into two cases. One is that no new packet call or session arrives before N sc is reached with the probability P 23 , and the other is that the light sleep lasts for N * sc number of short cycles before incoming data is handled by turning into S 4 with P 24 . Thus,
where N * sc is the actual value of the counter before entering S 4 and commonly less than N sc . It obeys a geometric distribution because the property of exponential distribution of the interpacket call idle time (T ipc ) or inter-session call idle time (T is ) is memoryless [22] . Hence, E[N * sc ] is estimated as
Substituting (24) into (23) 
When the UAV stays in the deep sleep state S 3 , there must be a new incoming packet arriving after N * lc number of long cycles pass. Similar to N * sc , N * lc follows a geometric distribution, and its expectation can be calculated as
So, the expected holding time of state S 3 can be derived as
Then, we consider the expected holding times of FBT operations in S 4 and S 5 , which are concerned with the numbers of beams to be tracked. As we stated in Section III.A, due to the long radio OFF periods when DRX mechanism is utilized, the link quality may be unpredictable, so it is requisite for the UAV to operate the tracking both at the transmitter and receiver. Therefore, the total number of beams to be tracked in each FBT operation should be calculated as the sum of numbers at the transmitter and receiver. Refer to the equations (18) and (19) , the expected holding time of S 4 can be derived as (28), as shown at the top of the next page, where t sub , α 1 , α 2 denote the subframe period for tracking one beam, transmit 3dB beamwidth and receive 3dB beamwidth, respectively. Similarly, we can get the expected holding time of S 5 as (29), as shown at the top of the next page.
Since the UAV would surely wake up for a while within the duration time of t o to listen to the PSSCH transmission every short cycle, the expected actual sleep time in the light sleep state (S 2 ) can be obtained as
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In a similar way, the expected actual sleep time in the deep state (S 3 ) is shown as
So the sleep ratio can be finally expressed as
which can be utilized to evaluate the degree of power saving.
B. ANALYSIS OF AVERAGE DELAY
The proposed FBT-DRX mechanism can greatly help UAVs to avoid the inefficient packet monitoring, while leading to inevitable latency when incoming packets arrive during the sleep modes or fast beam tracking operations. Similar to other possible solutions, the arriving data has to wait for reception until the UAV transits into the active state S 1 . In this subsection, the detailed discussions about the performance of delay are stated as follows. In the state S 2 , the packets arriving during the sleep mode of each short cycle will be buffered until the end of current cycle, which is followed by the beam tracking procedure. So the average delay in this state can be estimated by
In the same way, the average delay during the state S 3 is
Moreover, the average delay due to the state S 4 can be calculated as
Similarly, we can get the average delay in the state S 5 as
On the other hand, the probability of packet calls appearing during the state S 2 can be denoted by PS 2 and computed as
where
Meanwhile, the probability of packet calls arriving during the state S 3 is shown as
Furthermore, the probability of packet calls occuring during the state S 4 can be calculated as
Likewise, the probability that packet calls arrive during the state S 5 can be obtained as
Combining the probability of packets arrival in each state with the corresponding expected latency, the average packet delay denoted by D p is
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In order to verify the above analyses of sleep ratio and average packet delay, as well as study the impact of different key parameters on the system performance, extensive simulations are provided for the proposed FBT-DRX mechanism in the designed D2D-based UAV mmWave communication framework. The ETSI data traffic model mentioned previously in this paper is used to characterize the traffic model of incoming packets. Unless otherwise stated, the related parameters are set as µ pc = 5, µ p = 25, λ ip = 10, λ is = It is reasonable to assume that only remote UAVs are configured with FBT-DRX, since the relay UAV may undertake considerable loads and require continuous receptions. The related preliminary DRX parameters are utilized: t s = 200 ms, t l = 1000 ms, N sc = 4, t i = 100 ms, t o = 10 ms and t sub = 1 ms. Note that in some simulations, ones of these DRX parameters may change according to the corresponding declaration while the others keep with the initial settings. Considering mmWave transmissions between UAVs, two uniform planar antenna arrays with square geometry are set on the two sides of each UAV for three-dimensional full coverage, and N tx is used to denote the sum of beams along the X-axis or Y-axis of the two arrays at the transmitter while N rx is for the receiver, which means that the total number of beams in each planar array is actually (N tx /2) 2 or (N rx /2) 2 . By configuring N tx as 18 for the relay UAV to transmit data packets, and N rx as 8 for the remote UAV to receive the incoming data, we can get transmit 3dB beamwidth α 1 = 20 • and receive 3dB beamwidth α 2 = 45 • , respectively. Similar to [7] , N 1 is set to 8 and N 2 is set to 3. In addition, the remote UAV is assumed to move around the relay UAV with constant tangential velocity v = 20 m/s and constant distance L = 100 m.
As shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , the analytical results are compared with the average results of Monte Carlo simulations, all of which repeat 500 times with random sequences composed of 1000 packet calls. Both of the two curves in each subgraph are close to each other tightly, which verifies the validity of the derivations in the last section. Therefore, we will make use of the analytical expressions in the following investigation. Fig. 8 shows the variation of sleep ratio with respective to the long cycle time t l under different traffic intensities. Refer VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 9. FBT-DRX average packet delay with respect to long cycle t l under different traffic models. to [23] , the light traffic here means that the result is achieved by totally using the initial traffic settings, while under the high traffic model two parameters are reconfigured: λ is = 1 5000 and λ ipc = 1 2500 . As t l increases, both of the curves will rise but with declined gradients and remain nearly constant at last, although the values of sleep ratio are different and the higher traffic intensity will lead to the lower ratio, due to the larger probability of packets to arrive which often make the UAV to be active. Fig. 9 shows the performance of average delay related to the variations of the long cycle time and traffic models. The values of average delay increase nearly proportionally since the larger t l is, the longer the UAV will stay in the sleep state. Moreover, taking both Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 into account, we can obtain the suitable values of t l under different traffic intensities, because too large values have less increment on power saving but produce terrible latencies. Fig. 10 depicts the sleep ratio depending on the short cycle time t s and short cycle counter N sc under different traffic intensities. With the growth of short cycle t s , it is seen that the sleep ratio increases, since the larger t s value will result in longer sleep time in the light sleep state and save more power. In addition, the sleep ratio becomes lower as N sc gets larger because of the higher opportunity of lying in the light sleep state. However, when the value of t s keeps rising before approaching to that of t l , the curves under the same traffic intensity will converge, due to the less and less difference between these two sleep states so that N sc can not work out any more. Furthermore, with certain values of N sc and t s , the sleep ratio is higher under light traffic, because the lower possibility of incoming packets arrival will make it more often to fall into the deep sleep state than under high traffic. Correspondingly, Fig. 11 presents the relationship between the average packet delay with the short cycle time t s and short cycle counter N sc under the light and high traffic models. It is notable for the curves to go down as t s increases when it is small, because under this condition the longer value of t s can prevent the UAV from entering the deep state and lead to rapid responses to incoming packets. Nevertheless, the average delay rises up after t s keeps the increment, since the value of sleep time in short cycle is now large enough so that it will have an impact on the total latency. The value of inflection point varies due to different traffic intensities, which is about 500ms under light traffic and 300ms under high traffic, respectively. Besides, the larger N sc value and higher traffic will lead to the lower delay because both of them can make the possibility that packets arrive during the light sleep period magnified. It is impressive from both Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 that the values of N sc and t s have more significant effects on the performance under high traffic, where packets arrive during the short cycle more frequently than under light traffic. Now, assuming that in our designed D2D-based UAV mmWave communication framework, the upper threshold of packet delay is 400ms, and the lower limits of sleep ratio for light traffic and high traffic are 97% and 95%, respectively, we can acquire some reasonable values for the key DRX parameters as Table 1 based on the observations from Fig. 8 to Fig. 11 . It is conceivable that these settings are significant to design a practical system. Finally, to demonstrate the superiority of the proposed mechanism, the performance comparisons with other existing schemes are provided. To our knowledge, there is no similar solution that employs the DRX into UAV mmWave communication until now, so in the following figures, we will compare FBT-DRX with the schemes proposed in [15] and [16] , which are both called as D-DRX here for convenience considering their statistical similarity, as well as HD-DRX proposed in [17] . Although all of the latter schemes focus on the ground mmWave communication, it is assumed that they can be used in the air scenario in this paper and scan the beams on the uniform planar arrays. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 plot the trends of the sleep ratio and average packet delay of these DRX solutions with different number of transmit beams N tx and inactivity timer t i , while other parameters are set the same as those chosen for the high traffic as the D-DRX which covers all beams instead of the dynamic tracking [16] . It can be seen from Fig. 12 that FBT-DRX performs better in the sleep ratio than other three DRX schemes with certain t i , and the performance improvements are more obvious as the number of transmit beams gets larger. From  Fig. 13 , it also can be found that the performance of average delay of FBT-DRX is better than other three. For example, when t i = 100ms and N tx = 18, FBT-DRX results in a lower delay 18% than D-DRX, and more than 25% than HD-DRX and D-DRX with BT max . Both of these two figures delineate that FBT-DRX is less sensitive to the alteration in the number of beams. Meanwhile, it can be observed that the larger t i is, the lower is the sleep ratio and the longer the UAV stays active so that the performance of latency will be better. Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 depict the sleep ratio and average packet delay of these four DRX mechanisms with different values of on-duration time t o and long cycle time t l . Similarly, the FBT-DRX mechanism achieves better performance than others, while D-DRX with BT max performs the worst because full beam tracking is applied in each cycle no matter there is incoming data or not. Besides, an important phenomenon can also be observed from Fig. 14 . When t l is small, the magnitude of decrement of the sleep ratio due to t o is much larger, which means the value of t o shall be selected more cautiously in terms of its huge effect in this situation. In brief, all the VOLUME 7, 2019 figures mentioned above verify that the FBT-DRX achieves the subtle power-saving improvement and good performance in average delay than other DRX solutions, which proves that our proposed mechanism can perform very well in the D2D-based UAV mmWave communication framework.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we provided a new D2D-based UAV mmWave communication framework. Considering the mobility and limited energy of UAVs, a novel FBT-DRX mechanism was proposed to reduce power consuming while overcoming the beam misalignment and link failure quickly. We analyzed the FBT-DRX with the new designed five-state Semi-Markov model and derived the exact closed-form expressions of the sleep ratio and average packet delay, which are utilized as the metrics to evaluate the performance of powering saving and latency. Simulation results showed the effects of different parameters on the system performance, while the comparisons with other existing DRX schemes certified the superiority of our proposed solution.
